
bitmarkets
anonymous decentralized markets 
with no trusted third parties 



problem

centralized markets
censorship 
no privacy 
high fees 
winner takes all 



solution

decentralized markets
no censorship 
more privacy 
no fees 
market diversity 



implementation

privacy via tor 
payments via bitcoin 
communication via bitmessage 
trust via two party escrow 



two party escrow
both parties lock mutual deposits and 
buyer payment in a transaction both 
must sign to release. 

once locked, neither can profitably 
defraud the other.
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both sign payment…
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or both sign refund
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if seller doesn’t send item
seller -1x (keeps item but loses deposit) 
buyer -2x (loses deposit & payment) 

if buyer doesn’t send payment
seller -2x (losses item & deposit) 
buyer -1x (gets item but looses deposit & payment)



game theory
users need to be willing to take a loss 
to punish fraud, but will they? 

ultimatum game experiments 
suggests they will



why no escrow agent?
agent only has one party’s word 
against the other and therefore  
no means of fairly resolving disputes



what about reputation?
pseudonymous reputation  
vulnerable to sybil and proxy attack 

reputation is useful when tied to real 
identities as they are immune to such 
attacks, but this comes at the cost of 
privacy



proxy attacks
proxy orders to gain reputation  

sybil attacks
leave bad reviews for competitors & 
leave good reviews for attacker 

these can be automated



reputation
can be stolen 
can be bought & sold 
exit scam incentive increases with reputation 
eventually, everyone retires…



escrow agent markets?
replacing markets-as-agents  
with market-of-agents 
lowers costs of proxy attacks



trusting pseudonymous agents 
30% of hidden service markets  
have been exit scams 



two party escrow
guarantees fraud unprofitable 
safe from reputation attacks 
safe from exit scams 
no middle men 



browsing posts



tracking sales



app, source, white paper and  
protocol spec available at 

bitmarkets.org

http://bitmarkets.org


team
chris robinson designer
rich collins bitcoin integration 
adam thorsen bitmessage & tor work
steve dekorte ui & lead


